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In this paper we continue the study of the simplest arithmetically 
Cohen-Macauly (CM for short) schemes (cf. [ 111 and [ 12, I]). We 
describe the Hilbert function of an arbitrary CM scheme in P’ of given 
degree e lying on a hypersurface of given degree k and such that its general 
curvilinear section has minimal genus (Proposition 1.3). We present a 
geometric construction of all reduced irreducible codimension two CM 
varieties whose general curvilinear sections have minimal genus with 
respect to degree (Theorem 1.7). We also prove the following assertion 
essentially due to Severi: there exist smooth nonspecial CM curves of 
degree n and genus g in p’ iff r < y1= g + r d T(Y + 1)/2 (Proposition 1.6). 
Any such curve has minimal genus with respect to degree. 
In the last section we consider d-dimensional CM schemes of degree 
e mvd = (“-j,Jed) in P” whose general curvilinear sections have minimal 
genus. These are the most accessible CM schemes (cf. [ 12, I]). We prove 
that the corresponding part of the Hilbert scheme is a connected smooth 
variety naturally birationally equivalent to nd+ ’ SymemVd( p’), provided 
v = d+ 2 (Theorem 2.6). This was known for (m, v, d) = (2,3, 1) (cf. [9]). 
Our proof relies on an explicit description of the infinitesimal deformations 
of a thick subspace of arbitrary codimension (see 2.4). 
We work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. By the 
genus of a CM curve we mean its arithmetic genus. 
1.1. Zero-dimensional schemes play an important role in the study of 
general CM schemes. Let Hilb’(P’) denote the Hilbert scheme of zero- 
dimensional subschemes of degree e in V. Let m, k E N with k d m - 1. Let 
D’ c Hilbe( P’) be the subset corresponding to the m-regular nondegenerate 
subschemes consisting of e distinct points and such that no hypersurface of 
degree m - 2 contains the points. Let D’(k) c Hilb’(P’) be the subset 
corresponding to the m-regular nondegenerate subschemes consisting of e 
distinct points lying on a unique hypersurface of degree k and such that 
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each hypcrsurfacc of dcgrce m- 2 through the points will contain that 
hypcrsurface. 
1.2. LEMMA. (i) F#Qr.fi,r 1:” ,)w(P ‘. O(i))$edC:“=,,‘h”(F’ j, 
Will. 
(ii) D”(k)#@ for xrZO’ [h”(P’ ‘, O(i))-/7°(Pr-‘I U(i-k))]$ 
l’<E.:” <)’ [/?“(I?’ ‘) O(i)) - /P(LP *. O(i-I?,)]. 
(iii) I/‘r - 12 C:‘i.,,’ [h”(P’ ‘, O(i))--h”(Prm I, O(i-k))] and Y, = 
J‘, + . + ):, E D’(k), then y,, + . . + y,, , E D’ l(k) .for some suhsct 
{i,. . . . . i,, ,) c (1. . . . . c). 
Proof: iI’ contains a scheme consisting of e general points. Similarly, 
D”(k) contains a scheme consisting of e general points lying on a hypcr- 
surface of degree k. 
We now prove (iii ). Any Z,, , c Y,, of degree e - I is m-regular. Since Y,, 
is not (m .- 1 )-regular, there exists a subset {i,, . . . . i,, i ) c ( 1. . . . . ei such 
that every hypersurfacc of dcgrce II? - 2 through J,, + ... + .:‘,, , will pass 
through Y,,. 
More about Hilbert functions of zero-dimensional schemes can be found 
in [ 13, Section l] (note a slight difference in notation). 
1.3. PROPOSITION. IA V”c P’ (v > d>_ 1) he u d-dimcnsionnl CM 
scheme oJ’ degree e lying on a unique h.~p:prr.~u~:firc,e Hk of‘ degree k. We 
assume r = s -d> 2. Let m be the minimul integer such that c = 
u + 2;‘. ,)’ [h”( Ip’ ‘, O(i))-h”(P’-‘, O(i-k))], where 1 <udhO(p’ ‘, 
O(m -- 1 ,) -- h”(iF’ ‘, O(m - 1 - k)). The ,ji~Nowing conditions urc 
rquioalen t: 
(mh) V” is m-w&w and each hypersu~fbcc of degree m - 2 through 
V” will contuin H, ; 
(PA) a general section V’ = Vdn [P’ ” c P’ ’ ’ bus minimal genus 
umong the CM curces of degree e IJing on hyprrsurjbces ef degree k. 
Moreocer, the minimal genus is e(m - 2) + I + h”(P’+ ‘: O(m - 2 --k)) -- 
hO( P’ ’ ‘. O(m - 2)). 
Proc$ Condition (mk) completely determines the Hilbert function of 
V”. Let Cc P’ ‘-’ bc a CM curve of degree e lying on a unique hypcr- 
surface of degree k. By Riemann- Roth, 
p(C‘)=h’(C, O(m-2))-- jh”(P”‘. O(m---2) 
-hn(p’+’ ,I(-(m-2))) +r(m-2)+ I 
3 -h”(P’-‘, O(m-2))+e(m-2) 
+ I + min {h”(pr - ‘, I,Jm - 2))}, 
I) 
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where D runs over all CM curves of degree e lying on hypersurfaces of 
degree k. Since D’(k) # 0, we get 
min (h”(P’+‘, 
D 
ID(m - 2)) = h”( P’+ I, O(m - 2 - k)). 
By [12, I, Lemma 2.11, D is m-regular iff h’(D, O(m - 2)) =O. Therefore 
(mk) is equivalent to (pk). 
1.4. COROLLARY (to proof). Let Vd c IF’” (v > d 2 1) be a d-dimensional 
CM scheme of degree e. We assume r = v - d 2 2. Let m be the minimal 
integer such that e = u + C~=Yo2 h’(P’-I, O(i)), where 15 u I h”(iPP1, 
O(m - 1)). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(m) Vd is m-regular and no hypersurface of degree q contains Vd if 
q<m-2; 
(p) a general curvilinear section of Vd has minimal genus among the 
CM curves of degree e in P” + ‘. 
1.5. Remark. Condition (m) also makes sense for zero-dimensional 
schemes. Furthermore, (m) completely determines the Hilbert function 
of vd. 
The following proposition is essentially due to Severi; however, his 
argument was questioned in [l, Introduction, p. 5421. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. There exists a smooth nonspecial CM curve of degree 
n and genus g in P’ tff r < n = g + r < r(r + 1)/2. Any such curve has minimal 
genus with respect to degree. 
Proof Let Cc P’ be a smooth nonspecial CM curve with n = g + r. 
The ideal I, is 3-regular [12, I, Lemma 2.11. It follows that n<r(r+ 1)/2 
and by Corollary 1.4, C has minimal genus with respect to degree. 
We now consider a rational normal curve R c P’. Since no quadric 
through R contains the chordal variety of R, the linear system of quadrics 
containing D=RuL, ... u L, (Lj are general chords) has dimension 
I r(r - 1)/2 - 1 - g. Set n = deg D. By Severi (cf. [6] or [lo]), D is non- 
special and smoothable and a smoothing C is a nonspecial curve. The map 
H”(P’, O(2)) --+ H”(D, O(2)) 
is surjective. Indeed, h’(D, O(2)) + h’(P’, I,(2)) < 2n - g + 1 + r(r - 1)/2 - 
g= h’(P’, O(2)). Therefore D is a CM curve [12, I, Lemma4.11, so C is 
also a CM curve. 
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I .7. THEOREM. For arbitrary v, e E N( v, e 2 3), there e.uists a reduced 
irreducible codimension two CM z:ariety Vt c P” of degree e whose genercd 
curtiilinear section has minimrd genus umong the CM curt‘es of degree e in 
[P’. Furthermore, uny such Vf! of degree e = m(m + I)/2 + u with m 2 3 and 
Olr~lm- 1 (e=m(m+ 1)/2-t lrith m>3 and t= 1, 2) is linked to u 
reduced irreducible codimension two varier)’ Vzc P’ of‘ degree p= 
m(m - I )/2 - u (0 = m(m - I )!2 + t); moreover. V: also scctisfies (p) 0: 
Corollary 1.4 procided L; 2 3. 
Proof: We consider five types of subvarieties of codimcnsion two: 
(I) p”- *c LP“. 
(II) An irreducible quadric Q’ in [P” ’ c P’. 
(III) An irreducible nondegenerate subvariety S”c P’ of minimal 
degree (deg Sd = 3). 
(IV) An irreducible nondcgenerate intersection of two quadrics: 
Q d 4 ’ n Q’“- 1 c p’. 
(V) An irreducible nondcgenerate subvariety Fc P’ of degree 5 
which is linked to Q” - i n Q’“+ ’ c P’ (see (IV)) by a complete intersection 
of two cubits. 
We shall set that there eixsts a variety of type (V) and it satisfies (p) and 
(m) (of Corollary 1.4). Obviously, the varieties of types (III) and (IV) also 
satisfy (p) and (m). WC proceed by induction on degree. 
Suppose we have already constructed an irreducible Vi! c P’, where ?= 
m(m - I)/2 - u, m 2 3, and 0 I 14 5 m - 1 (e’= m(m - I );2 + t, m 2 3, and 
t= I. 2), which either satisfies (m) or is of type (I) or (II). We take a 
general hyperplane section: V: n P’- ’ c P’- ‘. Then we pick a point 0 E 
p”:, “” ’ and consider a cone C over Vg n (TD” ’ with center 0. Next we 
take two hypersurfaces of degree m in lP’: K,,,, H,,, I C, where K,,, is a cone 
with center 0 and H,,, is not a cone. Assuming K,, and H,, are sufficiently 
general, we consider the complement o C in K,,, n H,,. The new scheme, 
denoted by V:, is a reduced irreducible variety of degree e = 
m(m + 1)/2 + u (e = m(m + 1)/2 - t). It is a CM variety (cf. [S]). We claim 
that Vz satisfies (m). 
It is enough to prove the claim for a general zero-dimensional section 
W, = Vtn P* c p”. 
Cuse I. O=m(m - 1)/2-u. We have c= m(m + 1)/2 +u and M’, is 
linked to W, = V:n P* c P’. First, WC show that there eixsts a subschemc 
of degree m(m + 1)/2 in W, which does not lie on curves of degree m - I. 
We have u linearly independent curves of degree m- 2 passing through 
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W,. We can add u points of W, to W, so that the union of W, and those 
u points does not lie on a curve of degree m - 2. By Bacharach and Study 
(cf. [2, Book I, Chap. II, Theorem 26]), a curve of degree m - 1 through 
the remaining m(m + 1)/2 points of W, will pass through W, u W,. 
Next we prove that W, is (m + 1)-regular. By Lemma 1.2, we can add a 
few points of Wz to W, so that the remaining subscheme of W, has degree 
(m - l)(m - 2)/2 and it satisfies (m). We denote by 2 the union of W, and 
those additional points. It lies on at least two curves of degree m. 
Moreover, every curve of degree m through Z will pass through W, u W, 
[2, Book II, Chap. II, Theorem 261. Hence, there are only two linearly 
independent curves of degree m through Z. Since deg Z= 
m(m + 1)/2 + m - 1, Z is (m + 1)-regular, so W, is also (m + 1)-regular. It 
follows that W, satisfies (m). 
Case 2. e” = m(m - 1)/2 + t. We have e = m(m + 1)/2 - t. By Lemma 1.2, 
W, contains a subscheme of degree m(m - 1)/2 satisfying (m). Hence, by 
Case 1 with u = 0, W, is a subscheme of an (m + 1)-regular scheme of 
degree m(m + 1)/2 which does not lie on a curve of degree m - 1. Therefore 
W, is m-regular. Since t < 2, no curve of degree m - 2 will pass through 
W,, so W, satisfies (m). 
We next prove the second assertion of the theorem. Suppose Vf is a 
reduced irreducible variety of degree e = m(m i- 1)/2 + u, where m 2 3 and 
0 I u I m - 1 (e = m(m + 1)/2 - t, where m 2 3 and t = 1, 2) satisfying (m). 
There exist two linearly independent hypersurfaces of degree m through 
V:. Assuming these hypersurfaces are sufficiently general, we get a reduced 
irreducible variety Vi of degree e” = m(m - 1)/2 - u (e” = m(m - 1)/2 + t), 
which is linked to Vt. By [S], V% is a CM variety. It is enough to show 
that W, = Vg n P* c P*, which is linked to W, = Vf n P2 c P*, satisfies 
(ml. 
Clzse 1’. e=m(m+ 1)/2+u and P=m(m-1)/2-u. By Lemma 1.2, we 
can add u points of W, to W, so that the remaining subscheme of W, 
satisfies (m). Let Z denote the union of W, and those additional points. By 
Bacharach and Study [2, Book II, Chap. II, Theorem 261, no curve of 
degree m - 2 will pass through Z. Since deg Z = m(m - 1)/2, it is (m - l)- 
regular. Hence W, is also (m - I)-regular. Since h”(P2, Iwe( = m + 1 - U, 
it follows from the Reciprocity Formula 
h”(P2, Z,(m)) = m(m -k 3)/2 + 1 -e + h”(P2, Z,(m - 3)) 
(cf. [S, p. 7141) that h”(P2, Z,,(m- 3)) = 0. Therefore W, satisfies (m). 
Case 2’. e = m(m f 1)/2 - t and 2 = m(m - 1)/2 + t. Since W, does not 
lie on a curve of degree m - 2, by Bacharach and Study [2, Book II, Chap. 
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II, Theorem 261 we can find a subscheme Zc WF of degree m(nz - 1 )I2 
which does not lie on a curve of degree m - 2. Hence Z is (m - 1 )-regular. 
Since t < 2, it follows that W, is m-regular. Therefore W, satisfies (m). 
2.1. We recall basic facts (cf. [ll, Section 33 and [12, I]). Let 
V mvd c P” denote a d-dimensional CM scheme of degree em,,d =(” ,‘.r&-“) 
whose general curvilinear section has minimal genus. Let S= 
K[x,, . . . . xd, . . . . x,. + ,] and let S,nvd c S be a graded K[x,, . ..) xd, ,]-sub- 
module generated by 1; .Y(, + *, . . . . x, + , ; xi,x,, (d+ 2 I il I i, I v + 1); . ; 
Xl, . . . x,: , (d+21i, I ... Ii, 1 5 v + 1). The ideal I,,,d c S is generated 
by h”(fY“ I, O(m)) forms .fi, . ..I m = xi, . . ‘xi,, + ‘pi, . . . . m with cp,, ...ini E S,,,?d 
(d-t 2 5 i, I . I i, I I! + 1). All the relations are linear and arise from 
the associative low, and Smvrl = S/IVmVd as modules. Let s,,,?<, be the affine 
scheme which parameterizes the graded ring structures on Smvd. For d 2 1. 
the subschcme MxmVdc HilbXmYd(P\‘) of the points corresponding to CM 
schemes is open and MTmV-‘” = U, U,, where Uiu 1 smvd (1 < q1.s) and 
U,flU,#~. 
A scheme of Mx”V’d is said to bc a thick subspace if its ideal is the rnth 
power of the ideal of a d-dimensional subspace. 
2.2. LEMMA. M Xmtd is connected. 
ProoJ It is known that MnmrO = Hilbxm”~’ is connected. Now let VE IV”“!~” 
(d> 1). After choosing an appropriate frame in P”, we apply to V the 
collineation H,: 1;1=~, (lli<d+l) and ~;=,r,t (d+2<i<v+l). 
where t is a parameter. When WC specialize t to 0. we get a thick subspace. 
2.3. In the sequel, we fix the frame x1, . . . . x,,+ ! in P”. Let WC P” 
denote the thick subspace corresponding to {xc,+ z = . = x, , , = 0 ). 
Let Ncc be the normal sheaf of W in P”‘. By the Comparison Theorem 
[9], H”( W, N,) = Hom,(l,, S/Z,), = U &s,,,vd) (the tangent space at 
W). For every I, 1 I II d+ 1, we denote by P; ‘the subspace {x1 = ... = 
.f, = . . = *TJ+, = 0). We consider the morphism 
given by intersecting a scheme of s,,,,.(, with P; ” ( 1 2 11 d + 1 ). 
2.4. LEMMA. (i) dim TW(!%nrvd)=h”(PV ‘--I, O(m))(d+ l)lzO(P’ ’ I, 
O(m - I )). 
(ii) Y induces the isomorphkm Y,: UW(Smed)~ U,C,,(L). 
Proqf: Let Smvd(m)= A @B, where A is the subspace generated by 
{x,x,, . X,“> ,II<.j<d+l; d+2<i,<...<i,,, ,<1*+1j and B is its 
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canonical complement; dim A = (d + 1) h”(PYPd-‘, 0(m - 1)). Let 
I, = {f”}. The generators for the relations on the f,‘s are of the form 
C, L:f, =O, where L: = Czz: a;,~, (a:, EK). It is easy to verify that 
L:=Cf:+=i+,a:,x,. Therefore, we get the natural inclusion 
CI: Hom,(Z,(m), A) --+ Hom,(Z,, S/Z,),. 
We will show that CI is surjective. Suppose there exists z E Hom,(Z,, S/Z,), 
such that z(xi, . . . xi,) = a(i, .. . i,) + b(i, ... i,) E A @B with b(i, ... i,) # 0 
for some (ir . . . i,) (d+25i, 5 ... pi, <v+l). We have xiqb(il...i,)= 
x$b(i, . . .1;. . . . i,i,) (lljlm; d+21i,Iv+l). We claim b(i,...il)#O. 
Indeed, xilb(il . . . i,) = x,b(i, i, i, . . . i,) # 0 hence xi,b(i, il i3 . . . i,) = 
~,~b(i~i,i,i, . ..i.)#O, etc. We now assume that xft 1 b(i, . .. ir) and 
x~+‘~b(i, . . . i,)ii. We get xizb(i, ... ii) = x,b(i, . . . ilEliZ) and 
x:-r 1 b(ir . . . ii i1 i2). After k steps, we get x,jb(i, . . . i2 . . . i2). Since 
k<m-2, x,b(i, ...i2... i2) = xi1 g, a contradiction. 
The second assertion follows from the description of the tangent spaces. 
2.5. Remark. dim T,(!%m,,) = dim T,(MXmVd) = dim C = emUJ(d+ 1) 
(v-d) iff v-d=2. 
The following theorem is a generalization of [4] (d= 0) and some results 
of [9] (d= 1 and m = 2). 
2.6. THEOREM. For v = d+ 2, MXmvd is a rational smooth variety and !P 
induces a birational map 
d+l 
MXmvd ---+ 
rI SYm envd(pql-d). 
I=1 
ProoJ: The scheme s’m20 is smooth at the corresponding thick point. 
For v=d+2>3, MXmvd is smooth; one can apply [3] or use the resolution 
of ideals [12, I]. By Lemma 2.4, Y is a local isomorphism in a 
neighborhood of W. Because of the existence of the collineation H, (see 
2.2), we can compose !P with the Hilbert-Chow map to obtain a birational 
map 
d+l 
MXmvd ---+ 
n Sym 
%d( [FD ; - d). 
I=1 
It is known that these symmetric products are rational [7]. 
2.7. Remark. In general, MXmd is not smooth at W. For example, for 
v 2 4 and nonspecial curves without automorphisms, the expected dimen- 
sion, 4g- 3 + (v + l)‘- 1, is smaller than dim Uw(Mxmv’“). 
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